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The dynamics of crystals with isolated impurity atom chains and planes is considered within the 
framework of the general problem of oscillations of binary crystalline systems. [ 11 The total 
system spectrum and oscillation spectrum of the separate atoms are expressed in terms of 
suitably defined spectral functions for the initial "reference" lattice by means of the same type 
of functionals as those defining the spectral properties of crystals with isolated impurity atoms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN an earlier paper[ 11 we considered the dynamic 
problem for binary crystalline compounds of type 
ABr-1 with r atoms per unit cell, constructed by 
periodic filling the sites of the same Bravais lat
tice with atoms A and B. Under the simplified but 
frequently not wholly justified assumption that the 
force constants depend only on the difference be
tween the radius vectors of the atoms in the lat
tice, but not on the type of atom, it was possible to 
solve the indicated problem in terms of the dynam
ic problem for a certain "standard" monatomic 
lattice and to consider in unified fashion the prob
lem of the oscillations of systems which, at first 
glance, are as different as the diatomic crystals of 
the NaCl and CsCl type, [ 21 crystals of the type of 
fully ordered alloys (AuCu3, AlFe3, etc.), and a 
monatomic lattice with isolated impurity atomsP- 5J 

Further analysis has shown that the results 
of [ 11 can also be used directly to determine the 
oscillation of crystal lattices containing very sim
ple extended defects-arbitrary oriented chains, 
and also plane clusters of impurity atoms. 1> 

The present paper is devoted to a general analy
sis of the dynamics of such systems. A large num
ber of aspects of dynamics of crystals with ex-

1 >Localized oscillations of the impurity atoms proper, 
forming isotopic defects of this type, were considered by 
Kobori[6] for an artificial model of a simple cubic lattice, in 
which account is taken of the interaction only between near
est neighbors, and the constants of the central and non
central interactions are assumed equal. In his paper, the prob
lem of finding the spectrum of the impurity atoms reduces to 
a solution of certain equations containing elliptic integrals 
of the first kind. The equations are analyzed for the case of 
a small difference between the masses M0 and M. However, 
this analysis is in error: singularities that do not vanish in 
the limit as M0 -> M were obtained in the spectrum. 

tended defects of very general type (dislocations, 
stacking faults) were considered recently in the 
long-wave approximation by I. Lifshitz and Kose
vich. [ 71 In this paper, unlike in [ 71 , we consider 
defects with simpler structure, so that we can 
analyze the entire frequency spectrum within the 
framework of microscopic lattice dynamics, with
out resorting to the elasticity-theory approxima
tion. Together with the complete frequency spec
trum we consider here also the spectrum of oscil
lations of individual atoms (both impurity and host), 
knowledge of which is essential, for example, to 
determine the probability of the Mossbauer effect 
and other dynamic effects connected with the inter
action between radiation and crystals. 

2. SPECTRUM OF OSCILLATIONS OF 
INDIVIDUAL A TOMS AND COMPLETE 
FREQUENCY SPECTRUM 

We start from the general solution obtained 
in Ul for the dynamic problem for compounds of 
the ABr-1 type. Namely, if some of the initial lat
tice points Xu, forming a regular sublattice ~ 11, is 
occupied by atoms of species A with mass M0, and 
the remaining lattice points Xn are occupied by 
atoms of a different species B with mass M, and 
if the force constants depend only on the difference 
between the radius vectors of the atoms in the lat
tice, then the dynamic problem for such a struc
ture reduces to a system of equations 

M 0 ro2 (f, cr)'IJlr~i(xn) = ~· Aii• (xn-Xn•)'IJlri' (xn•), (2.1) 
n 

(2.2) 
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and has solutions determined by the following re
lations: 

1Jlrai (xn) = f rjNVrai (xn) exp {if (xn- Xn,)}, 

Vfai (xn + ;v) = Vtai (xn); 

~ .• ( ) ·., ( ) 1 .. .. iii. 
.LJ Vra' Xni Vfa' Xnr = M n. uwu • 

0'=1 l 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2. 6) 

L\ {ro2, f)= det {6i"- Di" (ro2, f)}= 0; (2. 7) 

; ( 1 [ d ln ro2 (f, a) J •;, . ; =I= 0. (2. 8) 
Vfrt Xn,) = V M d/.. ]fa • 

the connection between the lattices 
3 

Xni = ~ aP.in11 (X), 
P=1 • 

(S), 

. 3 . 

Ym' = ~ b11'm11 (Y), 
p=l 

3 

ll"; = ~ ~1l;!lp (H) 
P=1 

(2. 9) 

(X and :S are the space lattices, and Y and H are 
the corresponding reciprocal lattices) is given by 
the relation between their basis vectors ~· ap, 
bp, and /3p: 

a. = Pa, s = ~-l = J>~-l = P~. 

(2.10) 

api = ab etc.; the tilde over the letter denotes the 
transpose). 

We shall use essentially the same notation as 
in [ 1l: superior Latin indices are Cartesian; nP' 
JJp, mp. and J..tp-arbitrary integer~; Ppp'-speci-~ 
fied integer coefficients; vx = det Ol and v~ = det a 
-volumes of the unit cells of lattices X and :S; 
r = det P-number of atoms in the unit cell of 
structure :S; w2(f, a)-the exact solutions of (2.7), 
which is of the order 3r; a = 1, 2, ... , 3r-number 
of such a solution (number of the branch); f -wave 
vector, which takes on N /r values in the region 
W~ = (27r) 3/v~ (for example, of the corresponding 
unit cell or the first Brillouin zone of the H lat
tice); N-total number of lattice points (the number 
of unit cells is N;T); the index j numbers the 
atoms in the initial and final unit cell of the struc
ture :S; j = 0 (xno) corresponds to atoms of species 

A; jfa -real unit vector; ~<o>_summation over r 
J..! 

points of the lattice H, belonging to the fundamen
tal cell or to the Brillouin zone of the lattice Y; 
w~(f, s) and ei(f, s) -solution of the dynamic prob
lem for the "standard" monatomic crystal X, 
i.e., the problem (2.1) with Mn = M (A. = 0); 

Mro02(f,s)ei(f,s)= Gii'(f)ei'(f,s) (s = 1,2,3}, 

G;;, (f) = ~A ii• (xn) exp (- ifxn); 
n 

3 

ei (f, s) ei (f, s') = 6 ••. , ~ ei (f, s) ei' (f, s) = {jii' (2.11) 
-1 

(in (2.11) f varies in the region Wx = (27r) 3/vx cor
responding to the fundamental cell of the lattice Y). 
Putting in the first relation of (2.4) a = a', and in 
the second j = j' and i = i', we obtain for arbi
trary f, with allowance for (2.8), 

r-1 dlnro2 (f, a) 
M~ /vro'(xn)/2=1-(1-/..) d/.. 

j=l 

(1 -') ~ dln~~(f,a) (" ;)2 1 "' .LJ /fa = ' 
a=l 

1 ~ dlnro2 (f, a) = 1 3 (1 - /..) .LJ d/.. (2.12) 
o'=1 

Besides the amplitude of the displacement of 
atoms A (2.8), we obtained in [ll a general expres
sion for the amplitude of the displacement of any 
atom. However, to describe the oscillations of the 
individual atoms it turns out to be more convenient 
to introduce in lieu of the amplitudes Vfa(Xn) the 
tensor quantity 2> 

r 3r M;vro'i* (xn.) Vto'" (xn.) 
g<'~> (ro2) = lim -Nim "' "' 2 2 (f ) . 1 (2.13) 1 N-->oo rt. .LJ .LJ 00 - 00 , <l - Z"t' 

, ...... 0 r a=1 

(at first N- oo, and then T- 0; Mj = Mnj ), which, 
in accordance with (2.4), is normalized by the con
dition 

w ' m 

~ g<J~ ( 00 2) dro2 = {jik 

0 

(2.14) 

(wm is the limiting oscillation frequency of the 
crystal :S) and determines the spectral distribu
tion of the oscillations of the j -th atom with allow
ance for the spatial anisotropy. Starting with (2.13), 
(2.13), the sum over f denotes summation over 
the region w~ = (27r) 3/v~; summation over the re-

2)We shall henceforth use the equivalent notation 

1 "' Vx 1 v~ 1 lim- L.JF(f) = -- J d3/ F(f) = -- ~ daj F(f). 
N-...ooN t · (2rc)3 r(2rc)3 
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gion Wx = (271) 3/vx will be den<?,ted by a ~urn over f 
with index <o>. Inasmuch as v£cr(XnJ· = v~fcr (xn.) 

"k J 
and w2(-f,cr) = w2(f, cr), the real function g~j>(w2 ) is 
symmetrical in the indices. 

Averaging of (2.13) over the directions of the 
oscillations leads to the spectral function 

X 
w • 

m 

~ g(J) ( w2) dw 2 = 1. 
0 

(2.15) 

If we further average (2.15) over all the atoms 
in the unit cell, with allowance for (2.4), we imme
diately obtain the usual definition of the distribu
tion function of the squares of the frequencies of 
the entire crystal, in the form 

"' 2 m 

2 

"'om 

~ go(w2)dw2 = 1 (2. 20) 

is the distribution function of the squares of the 
frequencies of the "standard" lattice, normalized 
to unity (worn-limiting frequency). We recall that 
the sum over f with index <o> denotes summation 
over the region wx. 

Expression (2.17) was obtained in [ 1]. The 
validity of expression (2.18) for the spectral func
tion of the atom A can be directly verified by 
comparing it with (2.15) at j = 0, where Vfcr (xllo) is 
replaced by its value in (2.8). Inasmuch as the 
summation over f and over cr is actually carried 
out at constant w2 (f, cr) = w2, expression (2.15) as
sumes after such a substitution the form 

Exactly the same expression is obtained from 
(2.18) by writing the determinant ~(w2 , f) in the 
form[ 1 J 

3r 

(2.16) L1(w2,f)=(1-/,) 3 fl(w 2 -w2 (f,a)) 

It is significant that the functions (2.15) and 
(2.16) can be directly expressed in terms of the 
secular determinant ~ (w2, f) (2. 7), namely 

f) 1 
g(w2) = g0 (w2) + 7i2lim 3 Nim ~ ln L'1 (w2- iT, f), 

(J) N-+oo :11 f 
~ ..... o 

iJ 1 
X -a, lim 3 ~' Im ~ ln L'1 ((1)2- h. f), 

A N-+oo J[l \ 
~ ..... o 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

1 - A iJ ) lim__!_ lm ~ In L'1 ( w2 - iT f) } + ----- N-+oo 3:rtlf LJ ' ' 
(t) 2 iJJ, ~ ..... o r · (2.19) 

where 

<1=1 

3 

X [It) IT (w2- Wo2 (f + 2:rt1j)l, s)} r 
1J. S=l 

(2. 21) 

and taking account of the fact that the denominator 
in (2.21) does not depend on A., while the factor 
(1- A.) 3 makes no contribution to (2.18), owing to 
the sign of the imaginary part. (We use here the 
symbol a /BA. and not d/dA., since in addition to A. 
there is another independent variable w2 on which 
~(w2 - iT, f) depends.) In the derivation of (2.19) 
we used the normalization condition (2.12) (the 
first relation). 

The function gB(w2) characterizes the spectrum 
of the oscillations of atoms of species B, averaged 
over all such atoms. If all the atoms B occupy in 
the crystal equivalent positions, which can be ob
tained from one another by symmetry transforma
tions, then (2.19) characterizes the oscillations of 
each individual atom B. 

Expressions (2.17)-(2.19) make it possible, in 
principle, to obtain the corresponding spectral 
functions directly in terms of the solution of the 
dynamic problem (2.11) for a "standard" lattice. 

All the obtained results pertain to binary com
pounds ABr-i with arbitrary r and arbitrary form 
of unit cell. In particular, putting O!p- oo (p = 1, 
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2, 3), and taking into account the fact that in this 
case r-oo (1 « r « N), f3p- 0 (p == 1, 2, 3), and 
the region of permissible values of f -the volume 
of the unit cell (or of the Brillouin zone) of the lat
tice H-also tends to zero at the same time (i.e., 
f- 0), we obtain directly the most important spec
tral function for the l"lonatomic lattice with iso
lated impurity atom' (1/r-impurity concentra
tion): 

1 3 

g(w2) = 3 ~ g<a>(w2), 
a= I 

g A a~ ( w2) = g<;_> ( w2) baJl, g Ba~ ( w2) = g~a) ( w!) ba~; (2. 22) 

(a) 1 a . (a) . 
g<aJ ( w2)- g0 ( w2 ) = --hm 1m ln ~o (w!- ~'t, 0), (2. 23) 

nr ow% ~-o 

(a) 1 - A 0 . (a) . . 
gA (w2) =--- -hm Imln Llo (w 2 - ~'t, 0), (2.24) 

:nw2 of.. ~--..o 

+ _!.. [g~<XJ ( w2) - g<;_> ( wz) ], 
r 

lim Im ln ~~aJ (w2- i't, 0) = -tan -i{:nt..wzg~aJ (w2). (2.25) 
't-+-0 

(ex) 

go ( Wo2 ) dwo2 J-1 1_ 
w2 - wo2 J• (2. 26) 

where 

<a> z - . _v_x_ ~ I d3f (ea(f, s))z 
g0 (w )-hm (Z )3 Im ~ J 2 _ Z(f ):._.' 

~-+-0 :rt :rt s=l <wx} W Wo , S ~'t 

.. <<XJ2 
Om 

~ g~aJ(.w2)dw2 = 1. (2.27) 

We took account here of the fact that the tensor 
nik(w2, 0), as follows from symmetry considera
tion, reduces to diagonal form in the crystallo
graphic coordinate system with unit vectors jO' 
(for the sake of simplicity, crystals of triclinic 
and monoclinic symmetry are excluded from con
sideration), so that 3> 

3 )When r _, oo (1 << r << N) we have the relation 

1 ~(0) Vx \ 
lim r L.J F (2rrt]~') = (2ztfl j d3f F (f). 
r-+-oo I! ~x} 

In the derivation of (2.23)-(2.25) we also took account of the 

fact that 

~-~In ll~") (w2- iT, 0) = ! In ll~"J (w2- iT, 0). 
f 

3 

~o(w2 -i-r,0)= fi~~aJ(w2 -i't,O), 
<11=1 

. i . . .. ·a 
]o, a 0 , a = ]a' = u' , a- (ao, a) (2. 28) 

(the lower index, in this case zero (b-0), denotes 
the dimensionality of the defects). 

All the functions having a single index a are 
normalized to unity and correspond to oscillations 
in the direction of the a-th crystallographic axis, 
and gJO'l(w2) (2.27) is the spectrum of such oscil
lations in the "standard" lattice. Expression (2.23) 
corresponds to the well known formula of I. Lif
shitz; [ 31 relation (2.24) was used in [ 4, 51 , and 
(2.25) describes the matrix-oscillation spectrum 
altered by the impurities, and has apparently not 
been presented before. We note that expressions 
(2.23) and (2.24) also include automatically the dis
crete level (for A. > A.cr > 0). It is certainly located 
in a region where gciO' >(w2) = 0 (w2 > w~~>2). There
fore, letting gJO'>(w2) approach zero, we obtain 

1 (a)2 
g<aJ ( w2) = - b ( (1)2 - (J)1oe ) , 

r 

(a)2 
d ln Ulloc (a)2 

gA(aJ(w2) = (1- A.) ~-6(w2 - w locL 

where w<1a>2-root of the equation[ 31 
oc 

and 

ro!~2 

A.> Acr = [ ~ 
0 

go< a) ( wo2 ) dwo2 

1- ·wo2/Wom(a)Z 

"'(et)2 
(et)2 Om . 1 

d ln w loc = { f.2w (a.)4 I io(a) (wo2) dwoz_ - A l- . 
d'A loc J ( w(a.)2 _ wo2) 2 J 

0 loc 

In the case of cubic-symmetry crystals, it is 
necessary to put g~O' J (w2) == go(w2) in all the for
mulas. 

3. CHAIN OF IMPURITY ATOMS 

We choose the basis vector ap such that the 
unit cell has the form of a thin "plate?" Without 
loss of generality, we put 0'1> a 2 >> a 3• In the 
limit as 
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as = const < oo (3.1) 

we obtain a lattice with isolated chains of impurity 
atoms in the a 3 direction. Inasmuch as 

in the limit of ( 3.1) we get 

~3 =I= 0. (3.1') 

The latter denotes that the solution of the corre
sponding dynamic problem is obtained by assuming 
that f coincides in direction with a 3: 

f = is/3, is= as I as, (3.3) 

so that f · Pt /{31 = f • Pz /{32 = 0 (we recall that f var
ies in the region w~ = (27r)3P1 lP2 x {33 ]). 

Taking (3. 3) into account, as well as the fact 
that r-oo (1 « r « N), let us consider the deter
minant ~ 1 (w2 - iT, f) (2. 7). The lower subscript 1 
is introduced to denote the dimensionality of the 
defect), which according to the results of the pre
ceding section determines completely the spectral 
properties of the entire system and of the individ
ual atoms. 

We introduce a Cartesian coordinate system 
with z axis along a3 (see (3. 3)) and denote the 
projections of the vector 27r(P1JJ 1 + P2JJ 2) on the 
unit vectors i 1 and i 2 by f1 and f2, so that 

2n (fltllt + flz1t2) = idt' + i2N. (3. 3') 

We introduce also the abbreviated notation 

f" = f + 2nl)" = f' + 2nflaJ.ta, f"' == f + 2nflaJ.ta. 

(3. 3") 
Then the transition from summation over J.1 1 and 
J.lz to integration is in accordance with the rela
tion 

(F(f ") is an arbitrary function), where account is 
taken of the fact that 

Accordingly, we introduce spectral functions 
normalized to oik 

g0il< ( w2, f)= ___!_ ~(OJ ;!) oik (w2, f + 2nfla~ts); 
ra 

lls 

;!) 0ik ( w2, f + 2n13a~-ta) 

= r3vx ~ ~ ei(f", s)e"(f", s)dl 

(2n)2as s=i L I V2'wo2(f", s) I 

('V/ =ita/aN+ i2a!aH); 

0~( "') <D: (f) 

(3.4) 

(3. 5) 

~ ;§oi"(w2, f"')dw2 = ~ goih(w2, f)dw2 = l)ih, (3.6) 

or(f'") "'ifl> 
In the last expression of (3. 5) ,4 > the integration is 
over the sections of the equal-frequency curve L, 
located within the limits of the region wx; the 
curve is defined by the system of equations 

f"is ='='Is + 2n~-ts I a3 = const. 

(3. 7') 

(3. 7") 

Here r 3 is the number of values which J.la can as
sume in the region corresponding to 1/vx. The 
summation or integration, as before, is carried 
out in such a way that the summary vector f" does 
not go beyond the limits of the first Brillouin zone 
of the lattice Y. rlt. r22, and w1, w2 are the limit
ing frequencies of the functions ;!) ~k and gjk (see 
below). 

We see that the function ;gJk (w2, f + 27rP3 JJ 3) de
scribes the frequency distribution (with account of 
spatial anisotropy of the displacement of the atoms) 
of the normal oscillations of the "standard" lat-

4 >To derive (3.5) it is necessary first to integrate over 
the ring located between curves w02 (f". s) = w0 2 and 
Wo 2 (f", s) = ffio 2 + dffio2 (in the plane (3. 7" )) and then with 
respect to dw;. The thickness of such a ring h(f", s) at each 
point is determined from the condition 

Vz'wo2 (f", s) ) 
wo'( f" + h(f", s) ___ ,____.__, s = w02 (f", s)+ dwo 2 • 

1 v,'wo'(f", s) 1 

Hence 

so that 
h(f", s) = dwo2 /IV/(J)o 2 (f", s) j 

and we obtain directly the final expression (3.5) 
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tice with wave vectors f" whose ends are on the 
plane (3. 7") (fa and JJ.s are fixed); g~k(w2 , f) corre
sponds to additional averaging over such planes 
with different JJ.s· (It must be borne in mind that in 
the general case {3 3 does not coincide in direction 
with aa.) Since at specified f3 and JJ.a the indicated 
plane does not cross all the surfaces (3. 7'), but 
only those that correspond to w2 inside a certain 
frequency interval, which generally speaking dif
fers from (0, w~m), the function (3.5) vanishes 
identically both when w2 < n~ and w2 > n~. Choos
ing 

co12 (f) =min {Qt2 (f + 2nfla~s)}, 
co22(f) =· max:{Q22(f + 2:rtflaf.1a) }, 

wl obviously obtain the limiting values of 
g~ (w2, f). If JJ.s can assume only one value JJ.a = 0, 
then gtk<w2, f), in any case, vanishes if w2 is suf
ficiently small and fa is large. 

We note also that, in accordance with the·defi
nition (3.4) and (3.5), gjk(w2, -f)= gtk<w2, f) and 
depends only on the orientation of the chain rela
tive to the crystallographic axes and on If I = fa. 

Taking (3.4) and (3.5) into account, we obtain 

(3.8) 

so that, for example, we have in accord with (2.17) 

1 {} as J g(co2)- g0 (co2) = -3- ~lim Im '2 dfa ln ~~ (co2 - i-t, f). 
nr co 't-+O n 2rr~3 

(3.9) 

In the derivation of (3.9) we went over to integra
tion with respect to daf in accordance with foot
note 2> , and integrated with respect to f1 and f2, 
obtaining (2niS(fa), where S(f3) is the area of the 
section of the unit cell (or Brillouin zone) of lat
tice H in the plane f3 = const. When r - oo this 
cell has the form of a thin ''rod'' elongated in the 
direction of p3 (see (3.1')), and it can be assumed 
that S(f3) = IP1 x {3 2 I = a3 /v~ independently of fa. 

We note that, within the framework of the first 
relation in (2.10), Cl!a can be arbitrary both in di
rection and in magnitude. The impurity chain it
self need not necessarily consist of atoms A only. 

Assume, for example, that the impurity chain 
is located in the "close packing" direction, i.e., 
in the direction of one of the basis vectors of lat
tice X, namely a 3 = r 3aa. If ra > 1, then such a 
chain has a periodic structure determined by the 
formula ABr3- 1. If on the other hand rs = 1, then 

the chain consists entirely of atoms A. In this 
case 1/r has the meaning of the concentration of 
the impurity chains, i.e., the ratio of the number 
of such chains to the total number of all the chains 
crossing the plane of the vectors fJ1 and {32 in the 
direction of aa. In this case JJ.s can assume only 
one value, JJ.a = 0, in all the sums considered 
above. 

All the general properties of the dynamic prob
lem, considered in [11, are obviously fully appli
cable also to the particular case considered here. 
Thus, if the atoms A are sufficiently light 
(1- A.« 1) and do not interact directly with one 
another (for example, if they are not nearest neigh
bors, and the more remote interactions are small), 
then in first approximation they oscillate like iso
lated impurities. However, there are essential dif
ferences here, too, connected with the concrete 
form of the spectral functions and with the condi
tions for the appearance of local and quasi-local 
oscillations. 

Let us consider the simplest case, when Cl!a co
incides with one of the principal crystallographic 
axesY Then the tensor function gtk(w2, f) (3.4) 
reduces to diagonal form in the crystallographic 
coordinate system: 

g0"~(w2, f) = g0<">(co2, f) I'\"~, g0(a.J(co2, f)= go"a.(w2, f) (3.10) 

(no summation over a), so that 

3 

~~ ( w2- i1:, f) = n ~~(a) ( co2- i1:, f)' 
a.=i 

"'~<1)2 (f) 

~ go<a.>(coo2 f)dcoo2 
~1<a.>(co2 - i-r:, f)= 1- l..co2 ' . 

co2-coo2- ~-r: 
coi11.)2(f) 

(3.11) 

(the integration limits are marked with the index 
a, on which, generally speaking, they can depend). 

Using (3.11), we obtain in complete analogy with 
the corresponding results for isolated impurity 
atoms (2.22)-(2.26) 

(the second factor in ap is the edge of the unit cube), with 

r~, r~ » r~. 
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1 3 

go( ffi2) = 3" ~ g0(al( ffi2), 
a=t 

1 3 
gB(ffi2)=3~ gB(a)(ffiZ), 

a=i 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

lim Im In ~~(a) ( ffi2 - iT, f) = -tan- 1 {nf.ffi2g0(<>) ( (1)2, f) 
T->0 

J,<>l2 (f) 

x r 1- Affi2 x 
L 

go( a) ( ffio2, f) dffio2 J-!l 
ffiz _ woz f· (3.16) 

w~a)2 (f) 

Here, just as in (3. 9), we use for S(f3) the expres
sion a 3/v~; gJa>(w2) is given by (2.27). All the 
functions with a single index are normalized to 
unity. The function gA (w2) describes oscillations 
of the atoms A on the defect line. 

The function g ~a> ( w2, f) has all the singulari
ties characteristic of the "two-dimensional" 
distribution function of the oscillation frequency[ 8 1 

(see also [ 91 ). This leads to the absence of a 
"critical" value of A., necessary for the appear
ance of the local level (see [31 and also Sec. 2). 
The equation 

(3.17) 
(a)2 w, (f) 

for w2 < w{ 0'>2(f) or w2 > w~a>2 (f) has a solution 
for arbitrary A.: for A. < 0 we obtain the solution 

ffi11oc 2 (f, a) < ffi!(aJ2(f), 

and for A.;., 0 

The low frequency oscillations do not differ in 
character from the high frequency ones-both are 
truly local. The corresponding oscillation ampli
tude does not contain the small parameter 1/ft. 

Nonetheless, in order for a gap to appear be
tween w5m and the impurity band whoc (f, a), the 
parameter A. must exceed a certain critical value 
A. cr• determined from the condition 
min { wh0 c(f, a)} > w5m· 

We note that everything stated with respect to 
g~a>(w 2 , f) and Eq. (3.17) remains in force, of 
course, also for g~k(w2 , f) and the equation 
t::. 1(w2, f) = 0 in the general case (see (3.8)). 

In the case when 1- A. « 1, Eq. (3.17) can be 
solved explicitly by expanding the integrand in 
powers of wVw2• As a result we get 

where in accord with formula (3.1) of [ 11 (in which 
we must put f = i3f3 (3.3)), 

w/a)2(f) 1 
(ffio2m)rtal=: ~ ffio2"\go<al(ffio2,f)dffio2=(ffio2m/a)+ Mm 

"'•(a)2(f) 

..,(a)2 
Om 

(ffio2m/a) = ~ ffio2m go(a) (ffio2) dffio2, 

0 

m 

~ = ~ Xn • (3.19) 
1=1 t 

This is perfectly analogous to the corresponding 
expression for the local frequency in the case of 
an isolated impurity atom. [ 4• 51 

4. ISOLA TED IMPURITY PLANE 

We choose the basis vectors such that the unit 
cell has the form of a long ''rod.'' Without loss 
of generality we put a 3 » a 1o a 2• In the limit 

a3 ~ oo, a 1 < oo, az < oo (4.1) 

we obtain a lattice with isolated planes of impurity 
atoms, parallel to the vectors a1 and a 2• In view 
of the relation (3.2), we have here 

~~ =I= 0, ~2 =I= 0, ~3 ~ 0, (4.1') 

The latter denotes that the solution of the corre-
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sponding dynamic problem is obtained from the 
formulas of Sec. 2 in which we put 

where ip are unit vectors: it and i2 lie in the 
plane of the vectors a 1 and a 2, and i3 II {33• 

(4.2) 

The transformation of the indicated formulas is 
similar to that used in the preceding section. In 
view of the smallness of {33, in calculating D-2 (w2 

-iT, f) by means of (2.6) and (2. 7) (the lower in
dex 2 corresponds to the two-dimensional defect), 
the summation over JJ- 3 is replaced by integration 
in accordance with the equation 

Here and throughout in this section we use, be
sides (4.2), the notation 

f' §::: itft + i2/2 +isla', fa'= 2n~sJ.La. 

r = f + 2nYJ,. = f' + 2nYj,..;, 'I,..·= ~1!11 + ~2Jla 

f'"=f+2n'l,.., (4.2') 

We introduce spectral functions normalized to 
oik: 

I 3 • 

I. r 1 "'(o)"' e'(f',s)ek(f",s) = liD- IDLJ LJ 
r...oollr IJ.o •=1 oo2-Wo2(f",s)-i't" 
"<-+0 

I 3 i (f R ) k (f R ) _ 7 Vr 2] ~ e a , S e a , S • 

- 2n I [11tr1:2] I •=1- a I8Wo2 (fa", s) !818: \' 
(4.4) 

O.,'(f"') "'•'(f) ik 

~ ;goik (oo2, f"') doo2 = ~ goil' (oo2, f) doo2 = ~ ' 
O.,'(f"') .,,•(f) 

oo12 (f) =min {Qt2(f + 2nYj,...)}; oo22 (f) =max {Qz2 (f +2:rtt]14,)}. 

in the summation or integration, the vector argu
ment f" must not go beyond the limits of the Bril
louin zone of the lattice Y; the sum over a de
notes summation over the points of intersection 
( 4. 7) of the line (4. 6') (parallel to the z axis) with 
the surface (4.6") (JJ- 1 and JJ- 2 are fixed; in the gen
eral case ip, with p = 1 and 2, do not coincide in 
direction wi~h either ap or /3p ). '!he fact that the 
functions ~Jk(w2 , f + 21TTJJ.-L') and g~k(w2 ,f) have 
lower limits (Q~ and wi) and upper limits (Q~ and 
w~) that differ in the general case from zero and 
w~m is obvious, because the indicated line and sur
face do not have intersection points for all arbi
trary w2• We have denoted by r' the number of 
values which the vector 21TTJJ.-L' can assume in the 
region Wx· 

In the simplest case, when 

it is obvious that r' = r 1r 2• If r' = r 1 = r 2 = 1, 
then the impurity plane consists entirely of atoms 
A, with 1/r = 1/r3 having the meaning of the con
centration of such planes. On the other hand, if 
r 1r 2 > 1, the impurity plane has a periodic struc
ture determined by formula ABr'-t· For example, 
by choosing r 1 = 1 and r 2 > 1 we obtain in the 
(at> a2) plane a structure consisting of parallel 
linear chains extending in the direction of the vec
tor 8.t and alternating in the direction of the vec
tor ~ in accord with the formula ABr2 -1· 

Taking (4.3) and (4.4) into account, the deter
minant D.2(w2 - iT, f) (2.6) can be written in the 
form 

so that, for example, by virtue of (2.17) 

( 2) ( 2 ) 1 a 1. I [[a1a2]1 g oo -go oo = -~-.- liD m'----=-'--
3:rtr 8oo2 ~-o (2n) 2 

~ In~2(·oo2 - h, f)dl1d/2. 

(>2n) 2 \ [~1lhl I (4.9) 

This result follows directly from (2.17), if we in-
<4· 5) tegrate in the latter with respect to f3 (see foot

Here 

f''it = 11 + 2nYj14,it = const1, f"i2 = /2 + 2nYj",i2 = const2; 

(4.6') 

oo02 (f", s) = oo2 ; 
(4.6") 

fa"= itft + ig/2 + i31sa + 2nYj,..,; (4.7) 

note 2> ): 

If the vector a 3 coincides with a principal 
crystallographic axis, and a 1 and a 2 are perpen
dicular to a3, then we have in the crystallographic 
coordinate frame 
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M"~(w2, f)= go"~(w2, f)~ ~ 6""'6~~, + go<3l(w2, f)I'Jo:3()~3. 
a 1=1 ~ 1=1 

By virtue of this, at least for the functions 
g<3>(w2, f) and g2> B(w2, f), which determine the 
oscillations of the' system and of individual atoms 
in the a 3 direction, we obtain directly formulas 
of the type (3.13)-(3.16), where we need only make 
the substitution ~1a> -~~a> and take (4.2) into 
account. We then get 

etc. 

The function g jk ( w2, f ) determines the fre
quency distribution of the "standard" lattice oscil
lations corresponding to a fixed projection of the 
wave vector on the (al> a 2) plane. It has all the 
singularities of "one-dimensional" distribution 
functions, [8 , 9] leading to the absence of a "criti
cal" value A.cr necessary for the appearance of 
local oscillations. Just as in the case of an im
purity chain, for arbitrary A. (both A.< 0 and A. > 0), 
local oscillations arise with an amplitude that de
creases with increasing distance from the impurity 
plane (see also [ 7 J ). However, if 1 - A. « 1 (A. > 0), 
a gap between the impurity band and w~m arises 
only for sufficiently light atoms A, so that for the 

occurrence of such a gap it is necessary to have 
A.> A.cr• where A. cr is determined from the condi
tion min {w~ loc(f, a)} > w3m· 
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